Chronic Traumatization and Dissociation of the Personality: Theory, Assessment, and Treatment
Ellert R.S. Nijenhuis Ph.D

June 15th & 16th, 2012
National Council for Voluntary Organisation London N1 9RL

We are delighted that Dr Ellert Nijenhuis has agreed to come to London to offer a two day workshop for UKAPI on ‘Chronic Traumatization and Dissociation of the Personality’.

Dr Nijenhuis is a world expert on dissociation. He has won many awards for his work as a researcher, psychotherapist and psychologist. His latest book, co-authored with Onno van der Hart and Kathy Steele, The haunted self: Structural dissociation and the treatment of chronic traumatization, received the ISSTD's Media Award and was described as making "…. a landmark contribution to the study of trauma and an instant classic in the study of dissociation and dissociative disorders."

Over the two days, Dr Nijenhuis will offer his thinking and research on theory, on assessment and treatment using a mix of lecture, discussion and video presentation.

In this workshop, Dr Ellert will present an introduction to the theory of structural dissociation and a psychology of action, and their application in the various treatment phases of chronically traumatized individuals. The theory hypothesizes that traumatisation divides the biopsychosocial system that constitutes an individual’s personality.

Ellert R.S. Nijenhuis, Ph.D is a psychologist, psychotherapist, and researcher. He received his Ph.D. with the highest honors at the Medical Department of the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam for his book: Somatoform dissociation: Phenomena, measurement, and theoretical issues [reprint: W.W. Norton, New York/London].
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Application Form

Please print clearly.

Name:

Address:

Postcode: Telephone Number:

E-mail Address:

Dietary requirements:

Other requirements:

Please send me details of access

I would like to attend

Both Days       June 15th Only       June 16th Only

Registration Fees: Inclusive of lunch and coffee/tea. Please tick one option.

Both Days Early Booking Fee (Until May 7th)
Ukapi Members: £175 □ Non-Members: £200 □

Both Days Standard Booking Fee (From May 8th)
Ukapi Members: £190 □ Non-Members: £215 □

Single Day Early Booking Fee (Until May 7th)
Ukapi Members: £90 □ Non-Members: £115 □

Single Day Standard Booking Fee (From May 8th)
Ukapi Members: £105 □ Non-Members: £130 □

Cancellation: Before April 15th a refund will be given minus a £30 administration fee. After that, regrettably no refunds will be available though substitutions can be made.

Application forms & cheques made payable to UKAPI should be sent to: Stephanie Holland, Flat 1, 13a Alexandria Road, London W13 0NP. If you have any queries, email events@ukapi.com.
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